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Abstract

Ideology is at the core of political science.001
Yet, there still does not exist general-purpose002
tools that can characterize and predict ideol-003
ogy across different genres of text. To this004
end, we study the training of PLMs using novel005
ideology-driven pretraining objectives that rely006
on the comparison of articles that are on the007
same stories but written by media of differ-008
ent ideologies. We further collect a large-scale009
dataset consisting of more than 3.6M political010
news articles for experiments. Our model POL-011
ITICS and its variants outperform strong base-012
lines on 10 out of the 11 ideology prediction013
and stance detection tasks. Our analysis further014
shows that POLITICS is especially good at un-015
derstanding long or formally written texts, and016
is also robust in few-shot learning scenarios.017

1 Introduction018

Ideology is an ubiquitous factor in political sci-019

ence, journalism, and media studies (Mullins, 1972;020

Freeden, 2006; Martin, 2015). Decades of work021

has gone into measuring ideology based on vot-022

ing data (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985; Lewis et al.,023

2021), survey results (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017;024

Ansolabehere et al., 2008; Kim and Fording, 1998;025

Gabel and Huber, 2000), social networks (Barberá026

et al., 2015), campaign donation records (Bonica,027

2013), and textual data (Laver et al., 2003; Dier-028

meier et al., 2012a; Gentzkow et al., 2019; Volkens029

et al., 2021). Each of these approaches has its030

strengths and weaknesses. For instance, many po-031

litical figures do not have a voting record, while032

surveys are expensive and politicians are often un-033

willing to disclose ideology. By contrast, political034

text is abundant and ubiquitous. However, language035

is complex in nature, often domain-specific, and036

generally unlabeled, making it challenging to work037

with. There thus remains a strong need for general-038

purpose tools for measuring ideology using text039

that can be applied across multiple genres.040

News Story: Donald Trump tests positive for COVID-19.

Daily Kos (left): It’s now clear that Donald Trump lied
to the nation about when he received a positive test for
COVID-19. . . . they’re continuing to act as if nothing has
changed—and that disregarding science and lying to
the public are the only possible strategies.

The Washington Times (right): Trump says he’s “doing
very well” . . . President Trump thanked the nation for
supporting him Friday night as he left the White House
to be hospitalized for COVID-19. “I want to thank every-
body for the tremendous support. . . .” Mr. Trump said in
a video recorded at the White House.

Breitbart (right): President Donald Trump thanked Amer-
icans for their support on Friday as he traveled to Walter
Reed Military Hospital for further care after he was diag-
nosed with coronavirus. “I think I’m doing very well. . ."
Trump said in a video filmed at the White House and
posted to social media.

Figure 1: Article snippets by different media on the
same news story. Contents that are used to show stances
and ideological leanings are highlighted in bold (for
phrases) and in italics (for facts).

Using text as data, computational models for 041

ideology measurement have rapidly expanded and 042

diversified, including statistical methods such as 043

ideal point estimation (Groseclose et al., 1999; 044

Shor and McCarty, 2011) and regression (Peter- 045

son and Spirling, 2018); probabilistic models such 046

as Naive Bayes (Evans et al., 2007), support vector 047

machines (Yu et al., 2008), and latent variable mod- 048

els (Barberá et al., 2015); and more recent neural ar- 049

chitectures such as recurrent neural networks (Iyyer 050

et al., 2014) and Transformers (Baly et al., 2020; 051

Liu et al., 2021). But most of these models leverage 052

datasets with ideology labels drawn from a single 053

domain, and it is unclear if any of them can be 054

generalized to diverse genres of text. 055

Trained on massive quantities of data, Pretrained 056

Language Models (PLMs) have achieved state-of- 057

the-art performance on many text classification 058

problems, with an additional fine-tuning stage on la- 059

beled task-specific samples (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu 060

et al., 2019). Though PLMs suggest the promise of 061
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generalizable solutions, their ability to acquire the062

knowledge needed to detect complex features such063

as ideology from text across genres remains an064

open question. PLMs have been shown to capture065

linguistic structures with a local focus, such as task-066

specific words, syntactic agreement, and semantic067

compositionality (Clark et al., 2019; Jawahar et al.,068

2019). Although the choice of words is indica-069

tive of ideology, ideological leaning and stance070

are often revealed by which entities and events are071

selected for presentation (Hackett, 1984; Christie072

and Martin, 2005; Enke, 2020), with the most no-073

table strand of work in framing theory (Entman,074

1993, 2007). One such example is demonstrated in075

Figure 1, where Daily Kos criticizes Trump’s dis-076

honesty while The Washington Times and Breitbart077

emphasize the good condition of his health.078

In this work, we propose to train PLMs for a079

wide range of ideology-related downstream tasks.080

We argue that it is critical for PLMs to consider081

the global context of a given article. For instance,082

as pointed out by Fan et al. (2019), one way to ac-083

quire such context is through comparison of news084

articles on the same stories but reported by media085

of different ideologies. Given the lack of suitable086

datasets, we first collect a new large-scale dataset,087

BIGNEWS, containing 3, 689, 229 news articles088

on politics gathered from 11 US media outlets cov-089

ering a broad ideological spectrum. We further090

downsample and then cluster articles in BIGNEWS091

by different media into groups, each group con-092

sisting of pieces aligned on the same story. The093

resultant dataset, called BIGNEWSALIGN, contains094

1, 060, 512 stories with aligned articles.095

Next we train a new PLM, POLITICS1, based096

on a Pretraining Objective Leveraging Inter-article097

Triplet-loss using Ideological Content and Story.098

Concretely, we leverage continued pretraining (Gu-099

rurangan et al., 2020), where a novel ideology ob-100

jective operating over clusters of articles on the101

same stories is proposed to compact articles with102

similar ideology and contrast them with articles103

of different ideology. The resultant representation104

can better discern the embedded ideological con-105

tent. We further enhance it with a story objective106

that ensures the model focuses on meaningful con-107

tents instead of overly relying on “shortcuts”. Both108

objectives are used together with our specialized109

masked language model objective that focuses on110

entities and sentiments to train POLITICS.111

1We will release our data and models upon acceptance.

By experimenting on 11 ideology prediction and 112

stance detection tasks on 8 datasets of different 113

genres, including a newly collected dataset from 114

AllSides, we show that POLITICS and its vari- 115

ants outperform both the strong statistical model- 116

based comparison SVM and previous PLMs on 10 117

tasks. Notably, POLITICS is especially effective 118

on long documents, e.g., achieving 10% improve- 119

ments on both ideology prediction and stance de- 120

tection tasks over RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). This 121

shows that POLITICS can effectively serve as a 122

general-purpose tool for ideological content analy- 123

ses. We further show that our model is more robust 124

in setups with smaller training sets. 125

2 Related Work 126

Ideology prediction is one of the core challenges 127

for understanding political texts, and a critical task 128

for quantitative political science (Mullins, 1972; 129

Freeden, 2006; Martin, 2015; Wilkerson and Casas, 130

2017). Both traditional machine learning meth- 131

ods (e.g., Naive Bayes, SVM; Evans et al., 2007; 132

Yu et al., 2008; Sapiro-Gheiler, 2019) and deep 133

learning models (e.g., RNN; Iyyer et al., 2014) 134

have been used to predict ideology on a variety of 135

datasets where ideology labels are available, such 136

as legislative speeches (Laver et al., 2003) and U.S. 137

Supreme Court briefs (Evans et al., 2007). Notably, 138

Liu et al. (2021) pretrains a Transformer-based lan- 139

guage generator to minimize the ideological bias 140

in generated text. But generative models are not 141

as effective as masked language models (MLMs) 142

at text classification. Therefore, our goal differs in 143

that we train MLMs that can recognize ideological 144

content in a wide range of domains and tasks. 145

Stance Detection. There is a large body of work 146

on identifying individuals’ stances towards specific 147

targets from the given text (Thomas et al., 2006; 148

Walker et al., 2012; Hasan and Ng, 2013). Further- 149

more, stance detection plays an important role in 150

measuring public opinions, particularly using eas- 151

ily accessible posts on social media (Ceron et al., 152

2014; Mohammad et al., 2016a; Gautam et al., 153

2020; ALDayel and Magdy, 2021). Early stance de- 154

tection models rely on statistical methods, such as 155

SVM, based on handcrafted text features (Moham- 156

mad et al., 2016b; Küçük and Can, 2018). Neu- 157

ral methods have now been widely investigated 158

for stance detection, including CNN (Wei et al., 159

2016), LSTM (Augenstein et al., 2016), hierarchi- 160

cal networks (Sun et al., 2018), and unsupervised 161
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representation learning (Darwish et al., 2020).162

Recent research focus resides in leveraging163

PLMs for predicting stances, including incorporat-164

ing extra features (Prakash and Madabushi, 2020)165

or distilling knowledge from PLMs (Li et al., 2021).166

Kawintiranon and Singh (2021) shares a similar167

spirit with our work by upsampling words for mask-168

ing. However, they pre-define a list of tokens that169

are customized for the given targets, which is hard170

to generalize to new targets. We aim to train PLMs171

with MLM objectives relying on general-purpose172

sentiment lexicons and important types of enti-173

ties, both of which are core elements indicative174

of stance, to create generalizability of our models.175

Pretrained Language Models in the political do-176

main. PLMs, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),177

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and GPT (Radford178

et al., 2019), have obtained state-of-the-art results179

on many NLP tasks. With a continued pretrain-180

ing phase on in-domain data, their predictive per-181

formance can be further improved (Gururangan182

et al., 2020). Based on this idea, domain-specific183

PLMs, e.g., SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), Fin-184

BERT (Yang et al., 2020), LegalBERT (Chalkidis185

et al., 2020), ClinicalBERT (Huang et al., 2019)186

and BioBERT (Lee et al., 2020), are trained on187

curated datasets. However, they all just use the de-188

fault MLM objective, without considering domain189

knowledge. In this work, we aim to answer the190

question: What knowledge needs to be installed191

into PLMs to produce generalizable tools that can192

work on various ideology-related tasks? We then193

design ideology-driven pretraining objectives that194

allow comparison among articles on the same sto-195

ries but published by media of different ideologies.196

Focusing on the news domain, PLMs have been197

primarily used for news factuality prediction (Jwa198

et al., 2019; Zellers et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,199

2020; Kaliyar et al., 2021) and topic classifica-200

tion (Liu et al., 2020; Büyüköz et al., 2020; Gupta201

et al., 2020) by fine-tuning on task-specific datasets.202

We instead target to train new PLMs for usage203

in broader domains. Furthermore, little has been204

done for investigating how effectively PLMs can205

discern political ideology evinced in texts. One206

exception is Baly et al. (2020), where they also207

design a triplet-loss pretraining objective to cap-208

ture ideological content. However, they rely on a209

smaller dataset consisting of 34, 737 articles that210

are published by the same media but with oppo-211

site ideologies, which are scarce. Our pretraining212

objective is more practical, and relies on articles 213

aligned as reporting the same stories, but not nec- 214

essarily from the same outlet. We also release a 215

large-scale dataset, BIGNEWS, for future work in 216

this direction. To the best of our knowledge, we are 217

the first to systematically study and release PLMs 218

for the political domain. 219

3 Pretraining Datasets 220

3.1 Data Crawling 221

We collect pretraining datasets from online news 222

articles with diverse ideological leanings and lan- 223

guage usage. We select 11 media outlets based 224

on their ideologies (ranging from far-left to far- 225

right) and popularity.2 We then crawl all pages 226

published by them between January 2000 and June 227

2021, from Common Crawl and Internet Archive. 228

We then follow Raffel et al. (2020) to clean the 229

data, and, additionally, retain news articles related 230

to US politics. Appendix A details cleaning steps 231

for removing non-articles pages, duplicates, non- 232

US politics pages, and boilerplate languages. 233

The cleaned data, dubbed BIGNEWS, contains 234

3, 689, 229 political news articles. To mitigate the 235

bias that some media dominate the model train- 236

ing, we downsample the corpus so that each ideol- 237

ogy contributes equally. The downsampled corpus, 238

BIGNEWSBLN, contains 2, 331, 552 news arti- 239

cles, with statistics listed in Table 1. We keep 30K 240

as validation. BIGNEWSBLN is used to train all 241

baselines and models in this work that employ a 242

MLM objective. 243

3.2 Aligning Articles on the Same Story 244

We compare how media outlets from different sides 245

report the same story, which intuitively better cap- 246

tures the ideological content. To this end, we design 247

an algorithm to align articles in BIGNEWSBLN 248

that cover the same story. We treat each article 249

as an anchor, and find matches from other outlets 250

based on the following similarity score: 251

sim(pi, pj) = α∗ simt(pi, pj)+(1−α)∗ sime(pi, pj) (1) 252

where pi and pj are two articles, simt is the co- 253

sine similarity between TF-IDF vectors of pi and 254

pj , sime is the weighted Jaccard similarity be- 255

tween the sets of named entities3 in pi and pj , 256

2We use https://www.allsides.com and https:
//adfontesmedia.com to decide ideology and https:
//www.alexa.com/topsites to decide popularity.

3Extracted by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014).
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Daily
Kos HPO CNN WaPo NYT USA

Today AP The Hill TWT FOX Breitbart

Ideology L L L L L C C C R R R

# articles 100,828 241,417 64,988 198,529 173,737 170,737 279,312 322,145 243,181 330,166 206,512

# words 738.7 729.9 655.7 803.2 599.4 691.7 572.3 426.3 522.7 773.5 483.5

Table 1: Statistics of BIGNEWSBLN. Media outlets are sorted by ideology from left (L), center (C), to right (R)
based on AllSides and Media Bias Chart. HPO: Huffington Post; WaPo: The Washington Post; NYT: The New York
Times; TWT: The Washington Times. Additional statistics of raw size before downsampling, refer to Table A4.

FOX (R)CNN (L)

Story: Trump is tested 
positive for COVID-19

Story: US agency ascertains 
Biden as winner

CNN (L)

HPO (L)

IdeoStory

Figure 2: Construction of the ideology and story ob-
jectives. The middle CNN article is the anchor in this
example. Solid black arrow represents positive-pair re-
lation for both objectives; red dashed arrow denotes
negative-pair in ideology objective; orange dashed ar-
row indicates negative-pair in story objective.

and α = 0.4 is a hyperparameter. During align-257

ment, for an article from an outlet to be consid-258

ered as a match, it must be published within three259

days before or after the anchor was, has the high-260

est similarity score among articles from the same261

outlet, and the score is at least θ = 0.23. Hy-262

perparameters α and θ are searched on the Basil263

dataset (Fan et al., 2019), which contains manually264

aligned articles from HPO, NYT, and FOX. After265

deduplicating articles in each story cluster, we get266

BIGNEWSALIGN, containing 1, 060, 512 clusters267

with an average of 4.29 articles in each. Appendix268

B details the alignment algorithm.269

4 POLITICS with Continued270

Pretraining271

Here we introduce our continued pretraining meth-272

ods based on a newly proposed ideology objective273

that drives representation learning to better discern274

ideological content by comparing same-story arti-275

cles (§4.1), which is further augmented by a story276

objective to better focus on the content. They are277

combined with the masked language model ob-278

jective which is tailored to focus on entities and279

sentiments (§4.2) to produce POLITICS (§4.3).280

4.1 Ideology-driven Pretraining Objectives281

To promote representation learning that bet-282

ter captures ideological content, we leverage283

BIGNEWSALIGN with articles grouped by sto-284

ries to provide story-level background for model 285

training. Concretely, we use triplet loss that 286

operates over triplets of <anchor, positive, 287

negative> (Schroff et al., 2015), to encourage an- 288

chor and positive samples to have closer represen- 289

tations compared to those of anchor and negative 290

samples. 291

Our primary pretraining objective, i.e., ideology 292

objective, uses the triplet loss to teach the model 293

to acquire ideology-informed representations by 294

comparing same-story articles written by media of 295

different ideologies. As shown in Figure 2, given 296

a story cluster, we choose an article published by 297

media on the left or right as the anchor. We then 298

take articles in the cluster with the same ideology 299

as positive samples, and articles with the opposite 300

ideology as negative ones. The ideology objective 301

is formulated as follows: 302

Lideo =
∑

t∈Tideo

[∥∥∥t(a) − t(p)
∥∥∥
2
−

∥∥∥t(a) − t(n)
∥∥∥
2
+ δideo

]
+

(2) 303

where Tideo is the set of all possible ideology 304

triplets in the training set, t(a), t(p), and t(n) are 305

the [CLS] representations of anchor, positive, and 306

negative articles in triplet t, δideo is a hyperparame- 307

ter, and [·]+ is defined as max(·, 0). 308

Next, we augment the ideology objective with 309

a story objective to allow the model to focus on 310

semantically meaningful content and to prevent 311

the model from focusing on “shortcuts” (such as 312

media-specific languages) to detect ideology. To 313

construct story triplets, we use the same <anchor, 314

positive> pairs as in the ideology triplet, and then 315

treat articles from the same media outlet but on 316

different stories as negative samples. Similarly, our 317

story objective is formulated as follows: 318

Lstory =
∑

t∈Tstory

[∥∥∥t(a) − t(p)
∥∥∥
2
−

∥∥∥t(a) − t(n)
∥∥∥
2
+ δstory

]
+

(3) 319

where Tstory contains all story triplets in training, 320

and δstory is a hyperparameter searched on the vali- 321

dation set. 322
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4.2 Entity- and Sentiment-aware MLM323

Here we present a specialized MLM objective to324

collaborate with our triplet loss based objectives for325

better representation learning. Notably, political326

framing effect is often reflected in which entities327

are selected for reporting (Gentzkow et al., 2019).328

Moreover, the occurrence of sentimental content329

along with the entities also signal stances (Moham-330

mad et al., 2016b). Therefore, we take a masking331

strategy that upsamples entity tokens (Sun et al.,332

2019; Guu et al., 2020; Kawintiranon and Singh,333

2021) and sentiment words to be masked for the334

MLM objective, which improves from prior pre-335

training work that only considers article-level com-336

parison (Baly et al., 2020).337

Concretely, we consider named entities of PER-338

SON, NORP, ORG, GPE and EVENT types. We339

detect sentiment words using lexicons by Hu and340

Liu (2004) and Wilson et al. (2005). To focus MLM341

training more on entities and sentiment, we mask342

them with a 30% probability, and then randomly343

mask remaining tokens until 15% (the same proba-344

bility as used in BERT) of all tokens are reached.345

We also follow BERT on replacing masked tokens346

with [MASK], random, and original tokens.347

4.3 Overall Pretraining Objective348

We combine the aforementioned objectives as our349

final pretraining objective as follows:350

L = β ∗Lideology +γ ∗Lstory +(1−β−γ)∗LMLM (4)351

where β = 0.25 and γ = 0.25.352

Using L, POLITICS is produced via contin-353

ued training on RoBERTa-base4 (Liu et al., 2019).354

Details of hyperparameters are listed in Table A5.355

5 Experiments356

Given the importance of ideology prediction and357

stance detection tasks in political science (Thomas358

et al., 2006; Wilkerson and Casas, 2017; Chatsiou359

and Mikhaylov, 2020), we conduct extensive exper-360

iments on a wide spectrum of datasets with 11 tasks361

(§5.1). We then compare with baselines of both tra-362

ditional machine learning models and prior PLMs363

(§5.2), and among our model variants (§5.3). We364

present and discuss results in §5.5, where POLI-365

TICS outperform all baselines on 8 out of 11 tasks.366

All models that use a MLM objective are pre-367

trained with BIGNEWSBLN, and the ones with368

4We use roberta-base model card from Huggingface.

Data Genre # Train Len. Split

Congress Speech (Gentzkow et al., 2018) speech 7,000 538 rand.

AllSides (newly collected) news 7,878 863 time

BASIL-article (Fan et al., 2019) news 450 693 story

BASIL-sentence (Fan et al., 2019) news 1,197 27 story

Hyperpartisan (Kiesel et al., 2019) news 425 556 rand.

VAST (Allaway and McKeown, 2020) cmt 11,545 102 rand.∗

YouTube User (Wu and Resnick, 2021) cmt 1,114 1,213 user

YouTube Cmt (Wu and Resnick, 2021) cmt 6,832 197 user

SemEval (Mohammad et al., 2016a) tweet 2,251 17 rand.∗

Twitter (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017) tweet 1,079 2,298 user

Table 2: Datasets used for evaluating PLMs vary in
text genre, training set size (# Train), length, and split
criterion. Time split means training on the “past” data
and test on the “future”. ∗: splits by the original work.

our ideology and story objectives are pretrained on 369

BIGNEWSALIGN. 370

5.1 Datasets and Tasks 371

Our tasks are discussed below, with dataset statis- 372

tics listed in Table 2. Please refer to Appendix D 373

for dataset processing details. 374

Ideology prediction tasks are evaluated on the 375

following datasets. 376

• Congress Speech (CongS; Gentzkow et al., 377

2018) contains parsed speeches from US con- 378

gressional records, each labeled as liberal or con- 379

servative. 380

• AllSides5 (AllS) is a website that assesses 381

political bias and ideology of US media outlets. 382

In this study, we collect articles from AllSides 383

with their ideological leanings on a 5-point scale. 384

• Hyperpartisan (HP; Kiesel et al., 2019) is 385

a shared task of identifying news that takes an 386

extreme left-wing or right-wing standpoint. 387

• YouTube (Wu and Resnick, 2021) contains dis- 388

cussions on YouTube. YT (cmt.) and YT (user) 389

refer to predicting left or right at comment- and 390

user-level (by concatenating comments by the 391

same user). 392

• Twitter (TW; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017) 393

collects a group of Twitter users with self- 394

reported ideologies on a 7-point scale. Each 395

user is represented by their posted tweets. 396

Stance detection tasks, that predict a subject’s at- 397

titude (positive, negative, neutral) towards a given 398

target from a piece of text, are listed below. 399

• BASIL (Fan et al., 2019) contains news articles 400

with annotations on authors’ stances towards 401

given entities. BASIL (sent.) and BASIL (art.) 402

5https://www.allsides.com.
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Ideology Prediction Stance Detection
All
avgYT

CongS HP AllS
YT

TW
Ideo. SEval SEval Basil

VAST
Basil Stan.

(cmt.) (user) avg (seen) (unseen) (sent.) (art.) avg

SVM 65.34 71.31 61.25 52.51 66.49 42.85 59.96 51.18 32.89 51.08 39.54 30.77 41.09 51.38
BERT 64.64 65.88 48.42 60.88 65.24 44.20 58.21 65.07 40.39 62.81 70.53 45.61 56.88 57.61
RoBERTa 66.72 67.25 60.43 74.75 67.98 48.90 64.34 70.15 63.08 68.16 76.25 41.36 63.80 64.09

Our models with triplet loss objective only
Ideology Obj. 66.20 68.18 64.15 76.52 68.15 42.66 64.31 68.78 59.61 64.18 76.03 44.94 62.71 63.58
Story Obj. 66.09 69.11 56.70 74.59 68.89 46.53 63.65 69.02 63.54 67.21 76.66 53.16 65.92 64.68
Ideology Obj. + Story Obj. 68.91 69.10 63.08 76.23 77.58 48.98 67.31 69.66 63.17 64.37 76.18 47.01 64.08 65.84
Our models with masked language model objective only
Random 67.82 70.32 60.59 73.54 70.77 44.62 64.61 69.16 60.39 69.94 77.11 39.16 63.15 63.95
Upsamp. Ent. 69.06 70.32 60.09 70.89 71.40 47.16 64.82 69.81 63.08 69.49 76.76 46.46 65.12 64.96
Upsamp. Sentiment 67.41 70.03 56.05 72.35 74.93 48.15 64.82 70.09 60.81 71.28 76.61 44.42 64.64 64.74
Upsamp. Ent. + Sentiment 68.31 71.42 58.02 71.90 71.04 47.31 64.67 69.25 62.84 69.23 77.10 43.16 64.32 64.51
POLITICS 67.83∗ 70.86 70.25∗ 74.93 78.73∗ 48.92 68.59∗ 69.41 61.26 73.41∗ 76.73 51.94∗ 66.55∗ 67.66∗

Table 3: Macro F1 scores on 11 evaluation tasks (average of 5 runs). Tasks are sorted by text length, short to
long, within each group. “All avg” is the average of all 11 tasks. Best results are in bold and second best results
are underlined. Our models with triplet-loss objectives that outperform RoBERTa are in blue . Our models with
specialized sampling methods that outperform with vanilla MLM (Random) are in green . POLITICS uses both
Ideology Obj. + Story Obj. and Upsamp. Ent. + Sentiment. Results where POLITICS outperforms all baselines
are highlighted in red , with ∗ indicating statistical significance (t-test, p ≤ 0.05).

are prediction tasks on sentence and article-level.403

• VAST (Allaway and McKeown, 2020) collects404

online comments from The New York Times405

“Room for Debate” section, with stances labeled406

towards the debate topic.407

• SemEval (Mohammad et al., 2016a) is a shared408

task on detecting stances in tweets. We consider409

two setups to predict on seen, i.e. SEval (seen),410

and unseen, i.e., SEval (unseen), entities.411

5.2 Baselines412

We consider three baselines. First, we train a linear413

SVM using unigram and bigram features for each414

task, since it is a common baseline in political sci-415

ence (Yu et al., 2008; Diermeier et al., 2012b). Hy-416

perparameters and feature selection are described417

in Table A7. We further compare with BERT and418

RoBERTa, following the standard fine-tuning pro-419

cess for ideology prediction tasks and using the420

prompt described in §5.4 for stance detection.421

5.3 Our Model Variants422

We consider several variants for POLITICS. First,423

using triplet loss objective only, we report results424

by our models that are trained on BIGNEWSALIGN425

with ideology objective (Ideology Obj.), story ob-426

jective (Story Obj.), and both.427

Next, we continue pretaining RoBERTa with428

MLM objective only, using vanilla MLM objec-429

tive (Random), entity focused objective (Upsamp.430

Ent.), sentiment focused objective (Upsamp. Senti-431

ment), as well as upsampling both entity and senti-432

ment.433

5.4 Fine-tuning Procedure 434

We fine-tune each neural model for up to 10 epochs, 435

with early stopping enabled. We select the best fine- 436

tuned model on validation sets using F1. Details of 437

experimental setups are in Table A6. 438

Ideology Prediction. We follow common prac- 439

tice of using the [CLS] token for standard fine- 440

tuning (Devlin et al., 2019). For Twitter and 441

YouTube User data, we encode them using a 442

sliding window and aggregate by mean pooling. 443

Stance Detection. We follow Schick and Schütze 444

(2021) on using prompts to fine-tune models for 445

stance detection. We curate 11 prompts (in Table 446

A8) and choose the best one based on the average 447

F1 by RoBERTa on all stance detection tasks, as 448

shown below: 449

p[SEP]The stance towards {target} is [MASK] .

The model is trained to predict [MASK] for stance, 450

conditioned on the input p and {target}. 451

5.5 Main Results 452

Table 3 presents the average F1 scores on all 453

tasks. POLITICS achieves the best overall av- 454

erage F1 score across the board, 3.6% better than 455

the strongest baseline, RoBERTa. More impor- 456

tantly, POLITICS alone outperforms all the base- 457

lines on 8 out of 11 tasks, including more than 458

10% of improvement for ideology labeling on 459

Hyperpartisan and Youtube user-level. We 460

attribute the performance gain to our proposed 461
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Figure 3: Macro F1 aggregated over tasks of different
formality, training size, document length and aggrega-
tion method (single post vs. user posts). Results show
that POLITICS performs better on handling formal lan-
guage, small training sets, and longer text.

ideology-driven pretraining objective which helps462

capture partisan content.463

Moreover, our ideology-driven objectives helps464

acquire knowledge needed to discern ideology as465

well as stance detection. When equipping the466

RoBERTa model with ideology and story objec-467

tives but no MLM objective, it achieves the second468

best overall performance on ideology prediction469

and also improves on stance detection tasks.470

Next, focusing on entities better identifies stance.471

Simply continuing training RoBERTa with vanilla472

MLM objective (Random) does not lead to perfor-473

mance gain on stance detection. However, leverag-474

ing upsampling methods makes a difference. By475

increasing the sampling ratio of entities, stance-476

related tasks are improved by 2%.477

On Texts of Different Characteristics. Based478

on Table 2, we can further study the model’s per-479

formance based on different properties of the data:480

language formality, size of the training set, docu-481

ment length, and aggregation level. As shown in482

Figure 3, using each property (with definition listed483

in Appendix E), we divide the tasks into two cat-484

egories. POLITICS yields greater improvements485

on more formal and longer text, since pretraining486

is done on news articles. POLITICS is also more487

robust to training sets with small sizes, showing the488

potential effectiveness in few-shot learning, which489

is echoed by our study in §6.1.490

6 Further Analyses491

6.1 Few-shot Learning492

We first fine-tune all PLMs on small numbers of493

samples. As shown in Figure 4, we find that494

POLITICS performs consistently better than the495

two counterparts on both tasks when the training496
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Figure 4: Average of ideology prediction and stance
detection performances with few-shot learning. POLI-
TICS uniformly outperforms RoBERTa that is contin-
ued pretrained with vanilla MLM (Random).

set is small. More importantly, naively training 497

RoBERTa on the large BIGNEWSBLN does not 498

help ideology prediction. By contrast, our ideology- 499

driven objective helps to better learn ideology, e.g., 500

when using only 16 samples for fine-tuning on the 501

ideology tasks, compared to the baselines. 502

6.2 Ablation Study on POLITICS 503

We show the impact of removing each ideology- 504

driven pretraining objective and upsampling strat- 505

egy from POLITICS in Table 4. First, removing 506

the ideology objective results in the most loss on 507

both tasks, again, demonstrating the effectiveness 508

of our triplet-loss formulation over same-story arti- 509

cles. Removing the story objective also hurts the 510

overall performance by 1% but improves the ide- 511

ology prediction marginally. This shows that the 512

story objective functions as an auxiliary constraint 513

to avoid over-fitting on the “shortcuts” for discern- 514

ing ideologies. Moreover, removing upsampling 515

strategies generally weakens POLITICS’s perfor- 516

mance, but only to a limited extent. 517

We also experiment with a setup with hard- 518

ideology learning (i.e., directly predicting the ideol- 519

ogy of each article without using triplet-loss objec- 520

tives). Not surprisingly, this variant (POLITICS 521

+Ideo. Pred.) outperforms POLITICS on ideol- 522

ogy prediction since it can directly learn ideology 523

from the annotated labels. However, it has been 524

overfitted to ideology prediction tasks and loses 525

the generalizabilty of transferring knowledge, thus 526

yields the worse performance on stance detection. 527

6.3 Visualizing Attentions 528

On the Hyperpartisan task, we visualize 529

the last layer’s attention weights between the 530

[CLS] token and all other tokens by POLITICS 531
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Ideology Prediction Stance Detection
All
avgYT

CongS HP AllS
YT

TW
Ideo. SEval SEval Basil

VAST
Basil Stan.

(cmt.) (user) avg (seen) (unseen) (sent.) (art.) avg

POLITICS 67.83 70.86 70.25 74.93 78.73 48.92 68.59 69.41 61.26 73.41 76.73 51.94 66.55 67.66

No Ideology Obj. -3.78 -2.17 -16.35 -3.28 -12.54 -3.43 -6.93 -0.38 -0.83 -4.22 -0.45 -16.01 -4.38 -5.77
No Story Obj. +1.98 +0.64 -0.72 +0.70 +0.29 -1.78 +0.19 -1.23 +2.94 -3.36 -0.87 -10.75 -2.66 -1.11
No Upsamp. Ent. +0.18 -0.65 -0.05 +0.55 -0.29 -1.20 -0.24 +0.62 -0.67 -3.74 -0.55 -1.20 -1.11 -0.64
No Upsamp. Sentiment +0.75 -0.28 +0.22 -1.27 -0.11 -1.40 -0.35 -0.84 +1.67 -3.91 -1.10 +1.44 -0.55 -0.44
POLITICS + Ideo. Pred. +1.46 +1.10 -1.01 +4.72 +2.02 -3.96 +0.72 +0.41 -0.52 -3.82 +0.12 -3.10 -1.38 -0.23

Table 4: Ablation study results on POLITICS. POLITICS + Ideo. Pred.: triplet-loss objective is replaced with a
hard label prediction objective on ideology of articles (left vs. right). Best results are in bold. Darker red shows
greater improvements. Darker blue indicates larger performance drop. The ideology objective contributes the most
to POLITICS, followed by the story objective.

… …

… …

Figure 5: Last layer attention scores between [CLS]
token and other input tokens (aggregated over all heads).
In the first sentence, POLITICS captures “presidential
debate” and “Trump”. In the second sentence, POL-
ITICS captures “worst” and “Ashley Judd”. Longer
versions of the plots are in Figures A1 and A2.

and RoBERTa pretrained with vanilla MLM on532

BIGNEWSBLN. We observe that POLITICS is533

able to capture salient entities and sentiments in534

the text, such as “Trump”, “Ashley Judd”, “presi-535

dential debate”, and “the worst”, as illustrated in536

Figure 5. This finding confirms that our ideology-537

driven objective and upsampling strategies can help538

the model focus more on entities of political inter-539

est as well as better recognize sentiments. More540

examples can be found in Appendix F.541

6.4 POLITICS on Different Ideologies542

Finally, we measure whether PLMs would acquire543

ideological bias as measured by whether they fit544

with languages used by a specific ideology. Con-545

cretely, we evaluate PLMs on 30K held-out articles546

of different ideologies from BIGNEWSBLN with547

perplexity. As illustrated in Figure 6, while MLM548

objective (Random) is effective at fitting a corpus,549

i.e., having the lowest perplexities, we observe that550

triplet-loss objectives acts as a regularization dur-551

ing pretraining, shown by the similar perplexities552
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2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

Pe
rp

le
xi

ty

RoBERTa
Random
POLITICS

Figure 6: Perplexities of different models on 30K vali-
dation articles of different ideologies in BIGNEWSBLN.
Perplexities do not drop on POLITICS, suggesting it
can yield superior predictive performance while not
overfitting with ideological languages.

between POLITICS and RoBERTa. Interestingly, 553

we find center and right articles have lower perplex- 554

ity than that of left articles. We hypothesize that 555

it relates to the findings in political science that 556

during the recent period of political polarization in 557

the US. Republicans have become somewhat more 558

coherent and similar than Democrats (Grossmann 559

and Hopkins, 2016; Benkler et al., 2018), making 560

them easier to predict. 561

7 Conclusion 562

We study the problem of training general-purpose 563

tools for ideology content understanding and pre- 564

diction. We present POLITICS, trained with novel 565

ideology-driven pretraining objectives based on the 566

comparisons of same-story articles written by me- 567

dia outlets of different ideologies. To facilitate 568

the model training, we also collect a large-scale 569

dataset, BIGNEWS, consisting of news articles of 570

different ideological leanings. Experiments on di- 571

verse datasets for the tasks of ideology prediction 572

and stance detection show that POLITICS outper- 573

forms strong baselines, even with a limited amount 574

of labeled samples for training. 575
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8 Ethical Considerations576

8.1 BIGNEWS Collection577

All news articles were collected in a manner con-578

sistent with the terms of use of the original sources579

and the intellectual property and the privacy rights580

of the original authors of the texts (i.e., source own-581

ers). In the data collection process, the collectors582

honored privacy rights of article authors and no583

sensitive information was collected (e.g., writers’584

identifications). All participants involved in the585

data collection process have completed human sub-586

jects research training at their affiliated institutions.587

We also consulted Section 1076 of the U.S. Copy-588

right Act and ensured that our collection action fell589

under fair use category.590

8.2 Dataset Usage591

BIGNEWS will be released under the Creative Com-592

mons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0593

International License.7 Pretraining corpus details594

are included in Section 3. The other eight datasets595

used for downstream evaluation are obtained in the596

following two ways: CongS, HP, BASIL, VAST597

and SEval are obtained by direct download. For598

YT and TW, we consult with the corresponding599

authors and then obtain the datasets from them with600

verbal agreement on not sharing the dataset to the601

public. We further crawl AllS data from AllSides602

website while complying with terms of use. Dataset603

details are listed in Section 5.1 and Appendix D.604

8.3 Benefit and Potential Misuse of BIGNEWS605

and POLITICS606

Intended use. Assisting the general public to au-607

tomatically measure ideology of diverse genres608

of texts. For example, POLITICS can help the609

general public know where their representatives610

stand on key issues. Our experiments in Section 5611

matches how POLITICS would be deployed in612

real life when handling both ideology prediction613

and stance detection. We believe that our exten-614

sive experiments have covered the major usage of615

POLITICS.616

Failure mode is defined as a situation where POL-617

ITICS fails to correctly predict the ideology of an618

individual or an input text. Ideally, the interpreta-619

tion of our model’s prediction should be carried out620

6https://www.copyright.gov/title17/
92chap1.html#107

7https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-sa/4.0/

within the broader context of the input text. How- 621

ever, when taken out of context, prediction results 622

may be misinterpreted by users. 623

Potential harms. No known harms are observed 624

if POLITICS is being used as intended and func- 625

tioning correctly. However, if POLITICS malfunc- 626

tions on stance detection tasks, it could generate 627

opposite results, which might deliver misinforma- 628

tion or make users misunderstand a political fig- 629

ure’s stance towards a policy. For vulnerable pop- 630

ulations (e.g., people who cannot make the right 631

judgements), the harm might be tremendously mag- 632

nified if they fail to interpret the ideology prediction 633

and stance detection results in an expected way or 634

blindly trust machine responses. 635

Misuse potential. Users may mistakenly take the 636

machine prediction as a golden rule or a fact. We 637

would recommend any politics-related machine 638

learning models put up an “use with caution” mes- 639

sage to encourage users to check more resources or 640

consult political science experts to reduce the risk 641

of being misled by one single source. 642

Bias Mitigation. In our data preprocessing step, 643

we downsample BIGNEWS to BIGNEWSBLN to 644

ensure that each ideology contributes equally to the 645

corpus that is later used for continued pretraining, 646

with the purpose of minimizing potential bias. We 647

do not think that POLITICS explicitly encodes 648

any bias. In Figure 6, the discrepancy in perplex- 649

ities among different ideologies is more related 650

to the greater coherence among Republicans than 651

Democrats (Grossmann and Hopkins, 2016; Ben- 652

kler et al., 2018), rather than POLITICS encoding 653

biased knowledge. 654

In conclusion, there is no greater than minimal 655

risk/harm introduced by either BIGNEWSBLN or 656

POLITICS. However, to discourage the misuse, 657

we will always warn users that model predictions 658

are for informational purpose only and users should 659

always resort to the broader context to reduce the 660

risk of absorbing biased information. 661
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Filter Patterns

url /video/, /gallery/, /slideshow/

title
weekly digest, 10 sites you should know,
day’s end roundup, photos of the week,
5 things you need to know

Table A1: Examples of patterns used to filter out pages
that are not news articles.

Appendix A BIGNEWS Cleaning Steps1089

In this section, we provide the details of our data1090

cleaning steps for BIGNEWS. We adopt the follow-1091

ing cleaning steps to only keep news articles that1092

relate to US politics in BIGNEWS.1093

Remove Non-article Pages. Online news web-1094

sites post many contents that are not news articles.1095

We remove such pages by checking the page title1096

and url. We create a list of patterns to filter out1097

invalid pages. Some examples of the patterns are1098

shown in Table A1.1099

Remove Duplicate Pages. We use the character1100

level edit distance to find duplicate pages. Specifi-1101

cally, we use the following formula to calculate the1102

difference between page a and page b:1103

diff(a, b) = dist(a, b)/max(len(a), len(b)) (5)1104

where dist(a, b) is the Levenshtein distance be-1105

tween a and b. If the difference is less than 0.1,1106

we consider two pages as duplicates of each other.1107

For duplicated pages, we only keep the one that has1108

the earliest publish date. Following this procedure,1109

we remove duplicated pages in each media outlet.1110

Remove Non-politics Pages. To filter out non-1111

politics pages, we build a politics classifier to check1112

whether a page is about politics or not. We create1113

the training data from BIGNEWS. Because the1114

url is usually indicative of the content of a page,1115

we use keywords in the url to retrieve politics and1116

non-politics training data. The lists of keywords1117

are shown in Table A2. This results in a training1118

dataset with 400, 462 politics pages and 310, 3771119

non-politics pages. We also randomly sample 8881120

pages from the remaining dataset and manually1121

annotate them to use as the test set.1122

With the training data, we train a unigram and1123

bigram TF-IDF vectorizer to extract features and1124

a Logistic Regression model to do classification.1125

Because the lists of keywords in Table A2 might not1126

Keywords

Politics
/politics/, /political/, /policy/,
/election/, /elections/, /allpolitics/

Non-
politics

/travel/, /sports/, /life/, /movie/,
/entertainment/, /science/, /music/,
/plated/, /leisure/, /showbiz/,
/lifestyle/, /fashion/, /art/,

Table A2: Keywords used to retrieve positive and nega-
tive training data.

Url Keywords Text US Keywords

/world/, /international/,
/europe/, /africa/,

/asia/, /latin-america/,
/middle-east/

U.S., United States,
Obama, Trump, Bush,

Biden, Pompeo,
Clinton, Pence

Table A3: Examples of keywords used to filter out non-
US pages. For text keywords, we include all presidents,
vice presidents, and secretaries of state of the US after
2000.

be complete, we use the trained classifier to classify 1127

remaining pages and add those that are classified 1128

with high confidence8 to the training data. This 1129

results in a larger training set with 957,424 politics 1130

pages and 987,898 non-politics pages. We train the 1131

final classifier on the larger training set and achieve 1132

a 88.67% F-1 score and 88.18% accuracy on the 1133

test data. 1134

Remove Non-US Pages. We filter out pages that 1135

do not relate to the US by looking for keywords 1136

in the url. We create a list of keywords that iden- 1137

tify potential non-US pages. For those pages, we 1138

further check if they contain US related keywords 1139

and only remove those that have no US related key- 1140

words. Examples of keywords we use are shown in 1141

Table A3. 1142

Remove Media-info Leaking Phrases. To pre- 1143

vent the model from learning features specific to 1144

individual media outlets, we adopt two cleaning 1145

steps. First, we mask phrases that mention the me- 1146

dia outlet (e.g., New York Times, NYTimes, and 1147

nytimes.com). Second, we create a list of patterns 1148

for frequently appearing sentences (more than 100 1149

times) of each media outlet. For example, for the 1150

following sentence: “author currently serves as 1151

a senior political analyst for [MASK] Channel and 1152

8We use 0.95 for politics pages and 0.1 for non-politics
pages.
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# article before downsample Earliest article Latest article

Daily Kos 235,244 2009-01-02 2021-06-30

HuffPost (HPO) 560,581 2000-11-30 2021-06-30

CNN 152,579 2000-01-01 2021-06-30

The Washington Post (WaPo) 461,032 2000-01-01 2021-06-30

The New York Times (NYT) 403,191 2000-01-01 2021-06-22

USA Today 174,525 2001-01-01 2021-06-30

Associated Press (AP) 285,685 2000-01-01 2021-06-30

The Hill (Hill) 337,256 2002-10-06 2021-06-30

The Washington Times (TWT) 336,056 2000-01-01 2021-06-30

Fox News (FOX) 457,550 2001-01-12 2021-06-25

Breitbart News (Breitbart) 285,530 2009-01-08 2021-06-30

Table A4: Statistics of BIGNEWS corpus. Media outlets are sorted by ideology from left to right.

contributes to all major political coverage.” Both1153

the author name and the sentence itself can leak1154

media outlet information. As such sentences usu-1155

ally appear at the beginning or end of the article,1156

we remove the first and last two paragraphs that1157

contain any of the patterns.1158

Appendix B Story Alignment1159

As shown in Equation 1, we combine text simi-1160

larity and entity similarity as the final similarity1161

score. We only consider the title and the first five1162

sentences in the calculation. We further require1163

aligned articles a and b to satisfy two constraints:1164

• Difference in publish dates of a and b is less than1165

or equal to three days.1166

• a and b must contain at least one common named1167

entity in the title and first three sentences.1168

We use CoreNLP to extract named entities in the ar-1169

ticle (Manning et al., 2014). For constraint two,1170

we further use Crosswikis to map the entity to1171

a unique concept in Wikipedia (Spitkovsky and1172

Chang, 2012). When calculating entity similarity,1173

we split the entity into single words and remove1174

stop words. After alignment, we use the proce-1175

dure described in Appendix A to remove duplicate1176

articles in the same story cluster. The final hyper-1177

parameters we use are α = 0.4 and θ = 0.23.1178

Evaluate Alignment Algorithm To evaluate the1179

performance of the alignment algorithm, we use1180

the AllSides dataset collected in Cao and Wang1181

(2021). The dataset consists of manually aligned1182

news articles from 251 media outlets. After remov-1183

ing media outlets not in the BigNews corpus, we1184

have 2, 904 articles on 1, 316 events. We add the1185

AllSides dataset into the BigNews corpus and use 1186

each AllSides article as the anchor article for the 1187

alignment algorithm. We use the aligned article in 1188

the AllSides dataset as the relevant article and the 1189

algorithm ahieves 0.679 mean reciprocal rank. 1190

Appendix C Continued Pretraining and 1191

Fine-tuning 1192

C.1 Continued Pretraining 1193

We initialize all variants of POLITICS with 1194

RoBERTa-base model (Liu et al., 2019), which 1195

contains about 125M parameters. We train each 1196

model using 8 Quadro RTX 8000 GPUs for 2, 500 1197

steps. The total training time for POLITICS is 1198

20 hours. For other variants of POLITICS, the 1199

training time could be shorter. Table A5 lists out 1200

the training hyperparameters. 1201

Training Details. For triplet loss objectives, we 1202

only consider triplets in each mini-batch. We skip 1203

a batch if it contains no triplet. For MLM objective, 1204

we truncate the article if it has more than 512 to- 1205

kens. When masking entities and sentiment words, 1206

we only consider those with at most five tokens. 1207

C.2 Fine-tuning 1208

For both ideology prediction and stance detection 1209

tasks, we fine-tune each model for up to 10 epochs. 1210

We use early stopping and select the best check- 1211

point on validation set among 10 epochs. For ide- 1212

ology prediction tasks, we follow standard prac- 1213

tice of using [CLS] token and feedforward neural 1214

networks (FNN) for classification. For stance de- 1215

tection tasks, we use prompts to fine-tune PLMs. 1216

We curate 11 prompts as shown in Table A8. We 1217
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Hyperparameter Value

number of steps 2,500

batch size 2048

maximum learning rate 0.0005

learning rate scheduler linear decay with
warmup

warmup percentage 6%

optimizer AdamW

weight decay 0.01

AdamW beta weights 0.9, 0.98

δideo 0.5

δstory 1.0

Table A5: Hyperparameters used in continued pretrain-
ing.

select the best prompt based on the performance of1218

RoBERTa. Fine-tuning hyperparameters are listed1219

in Table A6. Hyperparameters of SVM classifier1220

are listed in Table A7.1221

Appendix D Downstream Evaluation1222

Datasets1223

This section lists more details of the eight datasets1224

used in our downstream evaluation as well as their1225

processing steps.1226

D.1 Ideology Prediction1227

• Congress Speech (CongS; Gentzkow et al.,1228

2018): We filter out speeches with less than 801229

words, and we use the party affiliation of the1230

speaker as the ideology of the speech.1231

• AllSides9 (AllS): We crawl articles from All-1232

Sides and use the annotated ideology of media1233

outlets as the ideology of articles. We further1234

annotate ideology of each article by the ideology1235

of the media outlet.1236

• Hyperpartisan (HP; Kiesel et al., 2019):1237

We convert the benchmark into a 3-way classi-1238

fication task by projecting media-level ideology1239

annotations to article level.1240

• YouTube (Wu and Resnick, 2021) contains1241

cross-partisan discussions between liberals and1242

conservatives on YouTube. In our experiments.1243

we only keep controversial comments: 1) A1244

video must have at least 1,500 comments and1245

150,000 views; 2) A comment must have at least1246

20 replies. The original dataset annotates users’1247

9https://www.allsides.com.

Hyperparameter Value

number of epochs 10

patience 4

maximum learning rate 0.00001 or
0.00002

learning rate scheduler linear decay with
warmup

warmup percentage 6%

optimizer AdamW

weight decay 0.001

AdamW beta weights 0.9, 0.999

# FNN layer 2

hidden layer dimension in FNN 768

dropout in FNN 0.1

sliding window size 512

sliding window overlap 64

Table A6: Hyperparameters used to fine-tune PLMs.

Hyperparameter Value

kernel linear

regularization strength 0.3, 1, or 3

features unigram and bi-
gram TF-IDF

minimum document frequency 5

maximum document frequency 0.7 ∗ |D|

Table A7: Hyperparameters used to train SVM. |D| is
the number of documents in the training set.

ideology on a 7-point scale. We further convert it 1248

into a 3-way classification task that contains left, 1249

center, and right ideologies. For comment-level 1250

prediction task on YT (cmt.), we annotate the 1251

ideology by the user-level ideology which is pro- 1252

vided. For user-level prediction on YT (user), 1253

we concatenate all comments from a user. 1254

• Twitter (TW; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017): 1255

We crawl recent tweets for each user and re- 1256

move replies and non-English tweets. We as- 1257

sume users’ ideologies do not change after their 1258

self-report since prior work has shown that peo- 1259

ple’s ideology is less likely to change across the 1260

political spectrum (Fiorina and Abrams, 2008). 1261

We sort all tweets from a user by time and con- 1262

catenate them. 1263

D.2 Stance Detection 1264

• BASIL (Fan et al., 2019): We convert the origi- 1265

nal dataset such that the new tasks are to predict 1266

the stance towards a target at two granularities: 1267
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Prompt Verbalizer

p [SEP] The stance towards {target} is [MASK]. negative or positive
p [SEP] It reveals a [MASK] stance on {target}. negative or positive
p [SEP] The speaker holds a [MASK] attitude towards {target}. negative or positive
p [SEP] What is the stance on {target}? [MASK]. Negative or Positive
p [SEP] The previous passage [MASK] {target}. opposes or favors
p [SEP] The stance on {target} is [MASK]. negative or positive
p [SEP] The stance towards {target}: [MASK]. negative or positive
p [SEP] The author [MASK] {target}. opposes or favors
p [SEP][MASK] {target} oppose or favor
p [SEP][MASK]. {target} No or Yes
p [SEP][MASK] {target} No or Yes

Table A8: List of prompts designed for stance detection tasks. p is the input text. {target} is the target of interests.
Verbalizer maps the label (against) to the token (negative) that we want models to predict. Some datasets have a
third label (neutral).

article (art.) and sentence (sent.) levels. The tar-1268

gets in the dataset can be a person (e.g., Donald1269

Trump) or an organization (e.g., Justice Depart-1270

ment).1271

• VAST (Allaway and McKeown, 2020) is the task1272

to predict the stance of a comment towards a tar-1273

get. The targets in the dataset are noun phrases1274

covering a broad range of topics (e.g., immigra-1275

tion and home schoolers).1276

• SemEval (SEval; Mohammad et al., 2016a) is1277

the task to predict a tweet’s stance towards a1278

target where a target at test time could be seen1279

or unseen during training. The dataset contains1280

six targets: Atheism, Climate Change, Feminist,1281

Hillary Clinton, Abortion, and Donald Trump1282

(unseen).1283

Appendix E Task Property1284

This section introduces detailed definitions of four1285

properties, i.e., how we divide tasks into two cate-1286

gories for each property.1287

• Formality: Speech and news genres are consid-1288

ered formal while the remainder are informal.1289

• Training set size: Datasets with more than 2,0001290

training samples are considered large, otherwise1291

small.1292

• Document length: Datasets with average docu-1293

ment length larger than 500 are considered “long”1294

while the remainder are short.1295

• Aggregation level: If a dataset is a collection of1296

single articles/posts/tweets, then it is categorized1297

into “Single”; If posts are concatenated and ag-1298

gregated at the user-level, then it is marked as1299

“User”. Specifically, only YouTube User and1300

Twitter in Table 2 fit into “User” category. 1301

Appendix F Visualize Attention Weights 1302

In this section, we visualize attention weights for 1303

more examples. 1304
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…

Figure A1: Example 1. Last layer attention weights between [CLS] token and other tokens in the input. We
illustrate the first 85 tokens of the article.

…

Figure A2: Example 2. Last layer attention weights between [CLS] token and other tokens in the input. We
illustrate the first 85 tokens of the article.

…

Figure A3: Example 3. Last layer attention weights between [CLS] token and other tokens in the input. We
illustrate the first 85 tokens of the article.

…

Figure A4: Example 4. Last layer attention weights between [CLS] token and other tokens in the input. We
illustrate the first 85 tokens of the article.
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…

Figure A5: Example 5. Last layer attention weights between [CLS] token and other tokens in the input. We
illustrate the first 85 tokens of the article.
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